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Abstract. Informal learning in online knowledge communities (OKCs) comprises
visitor inquiries on specific topics. Learning can occur only if the OKC adequately
respond. This study aims to predict OKC response, using a social learning analytics
approach based on computational linguistics and Bakhtin’s theory of dialogism.
Observing the blog topic (cooking vs. politics & economics) and the visitor inquiry
format (off-topic vs. on-topic), a field experiment with a 2 × 2 factorial design was
conducted on a sample of N = 68 blogger communities with a total of 25,303
members. For the entire sample, the community response was influenced only by the
inquiry format. In a separate examination of experimental groups, only for one
examined topic (cooking) this remained true, while for the other (politics &
economics) the community response only depended on the previously established
dialog quality. The findings suggest identification criteria for responsive communi‐
ties, which can support OKC integration in learning environments.
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1 Introduction

People search and visit online knowledge communities (OKC) to ask questions, and
clarify problems encountered in their daily life. From an educational perspective, this
can be regarded as informal learning. However, it cannot be taken for granted that an
OKC will adequately respond. Successful informal learning in OKCs would strongly
benefit from OKC responsiveness. Social learning analytics can provide an automated
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means to predict OKC responsiveness [1]. A first step towards this endeavor was taken
by Nistor, Dascălu, Tarnai, Bresser and Trău an-Matu [2]. This paper proposes a refine‐
ment and empirical validation of their approach.

2 Theoretical Framework

OKCs are groups of mutually engaged people, sharing interests, knowledge and “ways
of doing things”, and sustaining a joint computer-mediated discourse over longer periods
of time [3, 4]. A central aspect of OKCs resides in the socio-cognitive structure that
includes central, active and peripheral members [4]. Central participants assume more
responsibility and perform more difficult tasks than peripheral participants; therefore,
their identity is that of an expert. Identity within the community typically develops from
newcomer and novice to old-timer and expert, and is negotiated in the community
discourse (ibid.). The inseparability of knowledge, identity and social practice on the
one hand, and community discourse on the other (ibid.), suggests that adequate discourse
analysis may inform the researcher about the socio-cognitive structures of OKCs, and
predict the probability of new member integration.

In this vein, Nistor and colelagues [2] conducted an automated discourse analysis
based on Bakhtin’s dialogism [5] and on the polyphonic discourse model [6, 7]. Meas‐
uring participants’ involvement has been computed as follows. Firstly, the relevance of
each contribution is identified using the aggregate score of each constituent word. Each
word score considers three analysis dimensions [8]: (1) statistical presence, (2) semantic
relatedness, and (3) semantic coverage derived from the importance of the semantic
chain covering the given concept and spanning throughout the conversation thread.
Secondly, each post or comment is assigned an individual score equal to the normalized
term frequency of each word multiplied by its relevance [9]. Finally, the overall contri‐
bution score (either for the initial post or of the corresponding comments) is computed
according to its on-topic relevance. Additionally, each contribution score is augmented
through its connections or cohesive links to other posts or comments, thus emphasizing
the information transfer between utterances [9].

Transposing the local importance of each concept with respect to other inter-linked
utterances models the inter-animation of ‘voices’ or opinions [10]. Furthermore, in order
to measure the participation engagement in the discussion thread, the voices of different
participants have been overlapped in a polyphonic manner [11]. Thus, by applying a
pointwise mutual information (PMI) model on the moving averages of voice distribu‐
tions [9] from different participants, a reliable estimator of the degree of inter-animation
between voices results [10].

Altogether, the resulting score per community member is computed as the aggre‐
gated of the above from each individual conversation thread where the members
contributed, thus generating a global overview of member participation in an OKC.
The automated computational measurements have been implemented in the Reader‐
Bench tool, described in detail by Dascălu [9] and validated by Nistor et al. [2].
Several indicators describing the personal and social quality dimensions of a collab‐
orative dialog, emphasizing discourse cohesion and the overall coverage of given
topics have been used in order to compute the scores.
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Employing this discourse analysis tool, Nistor and colleagues [2] propose a predic‐
tion criterion of OKC responsiveness and integrativity; however, their study has some
limitations related to its quasi-experimental approach, the operationalization of
community response, and sample size. Further research is needed to overcome these
limitations.

3 Research Questions and Methodology

The research addressed above suggests that the OKC response to visitor inquiries may
depend on the visitor inquiry format, in addition to the socio-cognitive OKC structure,
and the collaborative dialog quality previously established in the community. This
assumption is explored through the following research questions:
RQ1. What is the effect of the socio-cognitive structure on the collaborative dialog

quality in blogger communities?
RQ2. What is the effect of visitor inquiry format, blog topic, collaborative dialog

quality, and socio-cognitive structure of blogger communities on the community
response?

Accordingly, a field experiment with a 2 × 2 factorial design was conducted within
blogger communities on the Internet. One of the factors was the treatment, i.e., the visitor
inquiry format. This consisted of either an off-topic inquiry (a request for participation
in a questionnaire survey); or an on-topic inquiry consisting of a short dialog (three
question-answer or answer-comment sequences), followed by the same request for
participation in a questionnaire survey. The second factor was the blog topic. Two
different topics were chosen: cooking, and politics & economics, with the expectation
that participants would employ different communication, argumentation and knowledge
construction strategies for each topic [12].

A sample of N = 68 blogger communities was analyzed, for a total of 25,303
members distributed between 1 and 1844 per community (in average M = 7.54,
SD = 9.55 participants per month of blog lifetime). The blogs were distributed across
experimental groups as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Distribution of blogs across the 2 × 2 factorial design.

Blog topics Treatment 1: off-topic
inquiry

Treatment 2: on-topic
inquiry

Cooking 20 17
Politics & economics 16 15

Besides treatment and blog topic, several covariates were further considered. Seven
indicators of the quality of collaborative dialog at the blog level were provided by the
ReaderBench tool [9, 13]. From these indicators, the socio-cognitive structure of the exam‐
ined OKCs, i.e., the number of central, active and peripheral members, was subsequently
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extracted according to the procedure defined by Nistor et al. [2]. The dependent variable
was community response, defined on a scale with five values: 1 = no reaction, 2 = deleted
comment, 3 = approved comment (in moderated blogs), 4 = single answers, 5 = discus‐
sion on visitor’s inquiry. This was regarded as an interval scale.

The blogger communities were randomly selected from the Internet. One of the
researchers posted the inquiries according to the experimental design. Subsequently, the
community response was followed and recorded for the two weeks after the inquiries
had been posted. The comments posted during the entire lifetime of each blog were
locally saved, and analyzed with the ReaderBench tool [2, 9]. Finally, all collected data
were statistically processed employing IBM SPSS Statistics version 22 for Mac.

4 Findings

The measured collaborative dialog quality indicators varied within very large limits and
were strongly correlated with each other. Hence, they were normalized (z values were
calculated) and a main component analysis with oblimin rotation was performed. Two
components were extracted (by means of the Anderson-Rubin method) and used in the
further analysis to describe the collaborative community dialog quality. These compo‐
nents explained 79 % of the total variance. The first factor (in the following referred to
as ‘overall discourse quality’) corresponds to the dialog quality in the entire communi‐
ty’s discourse, including the voice inter-animation. The second factor (referred to as
‘comments quality’) corresponds to the dialog quality in single comments. No significant
differences were found between blog topics in terms of overall discourse quality. A
marginally significant difference was found in the comments quality (F = 3.98, p = .
050), such that the comments quality was higher in politics & economy (M = .26,
SD = 1.36) than in cooking blogs (M = –.22, SD = .47).

To determine the socio-cognitive structure of the examined OKCs, a similar dimen‐
sion reduction procedure was performed for each community discourse. Subsequently,
the participants of each community were hierarchically clustered according to the Ward
method, extracting three clusters that corresponded to the community layers: central
participants (M = 3, SD = 11), active participants (M = 159, SD = 292) and peripheral
participants (M = 1322, SD = 319).

To answer RQ1, the effects of the socio-cognitive structure on the established dialog
quality in the OKCs were tested by means of multiple regression analysis. The overall
discourse quality was significantly impacted by the number of active members (β = .51,
p < .000), peripheral members (β = .47, p < .000) and central members (β = .25, p < .
01), which cleared corr. R2 = .55 of the total variance in overall discourse quality.

Community response covered the entire scale range from 1 to 5, with M = 2.76 and
SD = 1.34. To answer RQ2, a variance analysis (UNIANOVA) corresponding to the
2 × 2 factorial design, was performed. This revealed a strong, significant main effect of
the visitor inquiry format: F(1, 65) = 39.83, p < .000, partial η2 = .41, explaining corr.
R2 = .45 of the total variance in community response. The blog topic effect, the inter‐
action and covariate effects were not significant.

Additionally, these effects were examined separately, by multiple regression analysis
in the two blog topic groups. For cooking blogs only, the community response was
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strongly impacted by the visitor inquiry format (β = .72, p < .000). This model explained
corr. R2 = .62 of the total variance. For politics & economics blogs, the community
response was only influenced by dialog quality, i.e., by the percentage of social knowl‐
edge building per utterance scores (β = 1.00, p < .05), which explained corr. R2 = 0.43
of the total variance. In this case, neither the visitor inquiry format, nor the socio-cogni‐
tive community structure had significant effects on the OKC response.

5 Discussion and Conclusions

This study examined the effects of visitor inquiry format, topic, established collaborative
dialog quality and socio-cognitive structure on the response of a blogger OKC. As
expected, the visitor inquiry format had a significant impact on community response,
meaning that OKCs were more likely to respond to on-topic than to off-topic inquiries.
This relationship was connected with the established blog topics. In the examined
cooking blogs, the community response was strongly influenced by the inquiry format
only. In contrast, in the politics & economics blogs, the community response depended
only on the collaborative dialog quality, i.e., on social knowledge building. This differ‐
ence may be caused by a difference in the specific knowledge construction process and
employed communication strategies, which in turn may be given by the difference in
topic. While discussing politics and economy, OKC members are likely to elaborate
more, and create more knowledge [3] than while exchanging cooking recipes. Conse‐
quently, the success of a visitor inquiry may be a matter of netiquette in cooking blogs
(i.e., of on-topic comments), and a matter of knowledge and argumentation (i.e., inter-
animation of voices [5]) in politics & economy blogs.

Remarkably, the community structure impacted the overall dialog quality, but it had
no direct effect on the community response. This seems to contradict the findings
reported by Nistor and colleagues [2], who provided empirical evidence for a significant
effect of socio-cognitive structure on OKC response.

The results of this study suggest a shift in the initial research model. Initially, it was
assumed that the visitor inquiry format, the blog topic, the established collaborative
dialog quality, and the socio-cognitive OKC structure of the examined communities
would have direct effects on the community response. The presented results suggest that
only two factors may have direct effects on community response, namely the visitor
inquiry format, and the established dialog quality. The latter may be further impacted
by the socio-cognitive OKC structure, i.e., collaborative dialogue quality may mediate
the effect of socio-cognitive structure on community response. Such a model would
reconcile the findings reported above with those reported by Nistor and colleagues [2].
This would be worth verifying in follow-up research.

For the practice of technology-enhanced learning, this study suggests that social
learning analytics can support informal learning in OKCs by automatically assessing
the quality of the collaborative dialog in various OKCs, and subsequently recommending
those with higher dialog quality as more likely to be responsive and integrative commun‐
ities [2, 13]. At the same time, OKC visitors should have a minimum of insight in
community’s knowledge and “ways of doing things” [4], observing the interaction rules
and strategies that are specific to the chosen OKC.
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